
Full HD 1920x1080

ONVIF 2.0 (Profile S)

Anti-Ligature Design

Compatible with Major VMS Systems

Covert Infrared Lighting

Audio

Designed for Maximum Room Coverage

Vandal-Resistant

Meets Standards for Safer Cells

UK Design & Manufacture

High-Quality Images
The CMD3-IP is a unique camera designed specifically for the rigours of custodial applications. At the heart of the
CMD3-IP is a 2 megapixel high-definition camera which delivers stunning images up to 1080P resolution.

Maximum Room Coverage - Day or Night
A critical element of any surveillance system within a custody application is to delivery maximum room coverage
across a range of light conditions. The CMD3-IP has a wide angle lens which will deliver approximately 90° of view in
the horizontal plane. This translates as 100% room coverage in a typical police cell or secure mental health suite. The
camera is equipped with covert LED lights allowing the camera to see in zero light levels.

Unique Modular Design
The CMD3-IP has a unique modular design which reduces both the cost of installation and the cost of service and
maintenance. The steel frame is mounted into the room and becomes part of the room fabric. Should a camera need
to be taken off site for service it is a matter of moments to remove the six security screws and take the camera away.
This ensures the cell is out of action for the minimum amount of time, reducing costs to the end user.

Compatible with Major VMS Systems
Using the ONVIF 2.0 (Profile S) standard ensures that the CMD3-IP is compatible with many NVRs and video
management systems (VMS). This allows the client to make use of the camera with new installations or existing sites.

Zero Ligature Points
A critical design feature of any camera in custody applications is to ensure that any fixture in the room has zero
ligature points to minimise the opportunity of self-harm. The CMD3-IP has been designed to meet and exceed the
highest of standards when it comes to this essential feature.

Audio
The CMD3-IP features a built-in microphone which is a
useful feature for environments where the room occupant
is in distress or in applications where both visual and audio
evidence is being sought.
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CA Afmetingen

A 378mm

B 260mm

C 94mm

D07-3

Sensor 1/2.7” 2.0 megapixel progressive scan CMOS

Resolution (@30fps) 1920x1080P, 1280x1024, 1280x960, 1280x720, 
720x480

Video Frame Rate 30fps (all video)

Video Compression H.264, MPEG4, M-JPEG

Minimum Illumination
(IR off)

Colour 0.2lux @ F1.2
Mono 0.05lux @ F1.2

Mechanical IR Cut Filter Yes

Motion Detection Yes

Supported Protocols TCP, UDP, HTTP, SMTP, FTP, NTP, DNS, DHCP, 
PPPoE, ARP, UPnP, RTSP, RTP, SNMP, TRAP, Ethernet

Video Streaming H.264, MPEG4 and 4-JPEG dual/triple streaming

Multicast Support

Power PoE IEEE 802.3af

Lighting Covert IR LED

Audio Standard

Construction High-quality steel or Stainless steel

Finish Ral9010 gloss powder coat or Polished stainless steel

eenvoudige installatie

Typical
Applications
Police Cells

Secure Mental Health
Immigration Centres
Medical Observation

Facilities
Elevators
Stairwells
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